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 The SSL G-Master Buss compressor provides versatile compression by using the high quality SSL channel strip as an input and
offers a variable ratio and frequency range. With the innovative SSL signal generator, the SSL G-Master Buss compressor offers

the ability to create a wide variety of organic compression effects and compression presets, including classics like the SSL G-
Master compressor, the SSL G-Master Distressor, and the SSL G-Master Chorus. At the heart of the SSL G-Master Buss

compressor is the innovative G-Master channel strip, featuring up to 10 boutique, non-linear compression algorithms, four ultra-
fast response times, and five pre-mapped compression modes. Its extensive configuration options and additional features help
users to create an endless variety of complex compression types and dynamics. The SSL G-Master Buss compressor has a dual

purpose as a master and bus compressor, and offers the facility to compress both mono and stereo bus signals. The SSL G-
Master Buss compressor has been engineered to provide the best audio performance and the highest sound quality. Features:

Variety of boutique compression algorithms 2 ultra-fast response times 5 pre-mapped compression modes Dual purpose master
and bus compressor Enhanced GUI and presets for SSL G-Master compressor Designed for Sonic Academics SSL channel

strips and contains a collection of presets for SSL G-Master compressor Synthmasters: This page has been marked as archived
and is no longer maintained. Please visit the marketplace for alternatives.Technical Field Embodiments of the present disclosure
generally relate to a display device and a method for driving the display device. Description of the Related Art A liquid crystal
display (LCD) device displays an image using liquid crystal molecules that are arranged in a liquid crystal layer to adjust the

amount of transmitted light. The LCD device does not self-emit light and thus may require an additional light source such as a
backlight assembly. The backlight assembly provides light to the liquid crystal molecules of the LCD device using a light guide

plate. The light guide plate is formed of a transparent material and includes a light emitting surface facing the liquid crystal
layer. The LCD device is configured to include a plurality of pixels and has a structure in which a plurality of signal lines are

formed to provide a display signal to each pixel. The plurality of pixels are arranged in a matrix form and include a plurality of
thin film transistors (TFT 82157476af
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